About CDEV1112

Creating Your Career: Employability for the Future covers four principal topics:
Understanding yourself and developing your employability
Researching career opportunities and organisations now and into the future
Using career development competencies to create your career
Communicating your professional point of difference.

The course aims to empower you with the knowledge, skills and capabilities to plan, engage in and critically reflect on career opportunities and your career. It prepares you for the world of work by developing a deeper understanding of recruitment practices, expectations of professionals across a range of industries and the opportunities that exist now and into the future. You will learn about employability skills and your values and reflect on how you can incorporate and articulate these in relation to your future career vision.

The course content is taught via online modules supported by interactive seminars. Online content includes online lessons and activities, videos, discussion forums, quizzes, wikis and the development of a professional portfolio. The interactive seminars are designed to be practical and to provide opportunities for you to apply the knowledge and strategies you have developed online.

View course outline

Enrolment

This course fills very quickly. No over enrolment is possible. Please enrol as soon as enrolment opens.

Useful links

- Handbook course entry